# Tara and Tiree

## Comprehension
- [ ] Fold your paper into 4 squares. Put these sentences in order. Write a sentence in each square.
- Draw a picture of each part of the story.
  - ___ Jim falls into the lake.
  - ___ Tara gets out.
  - ___ The dogs pull Jim out.
  - ___ Tara falls into the lake.

## Phonics
- [ ] Write these words. Trace the letters "ar" in blue.
- Trace the letters "or" in red. Trace the letters "ore" in green.
  - part more
  - hard smart
  - born farm
  - horse porch
  - before corn
  - chore score

## Respond/Retell
- [ ] Tara and Tiree helped their friend, Jim. Draw a picture of how you can help your friend. Write a sentence telling what you can do.
- [ ] Tara and Tiree were heroes. Draw a picture of what they each did to be a hero. Write a sentence telling why they are heroes.